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SIMPLIFYING ACCESS IN HYBRID 
IT ENVIRONMENTS
If your organization is like many, you’re moving more 
and more applications to the cloud. But you still need to 
maintain critical applications on premises. This type of 
hybrid enterprise environment is becoming the rule, not 
the exception. 

If this is your reality, you may feel challenged by the 
complexities of balancing secure access with user 
experience. On the one hand, you must mitigate the risk 
of security breaches and meet increasingly regulated data 
security, consent and privacy compliance requirements. At 
the same time, you need to grant users secure access and 
govern that access, ensuring only the right people have 
access to the right applications.

The integration between SailPoint and the Ping Identity 
Platform provides a simplified access and identity 
governance solution to address the world’s most 
sophisticated environments. Together, Ping + SailPoint 
help you maintain a strong security posture, while ensuring 
your users, via their digital identities, gain secure and 
governed access to the applications they need, regardless 
of where they reside. 

HOW PING AND SAILPOINT WORK 
TOGETHER
The integration of Ping + SailPoint enables you to provide 
access to applications in the public cloud, private cloud 
or on-premises, secure in the knowledge that the correct 
users are getting access to the applications and data 
they require. You’re able to achieve a balance of security 
and convenience for your users, while competently 
demonstrating compliance and maintaining an access audit 
trail for every identity. 



Essentially, SailPoint creates a profile with all of the correct 

attributes and permissions. Then the Ping Intelligent Identity 

Platform consumes that profile’s attributes and permissions 

for a seamless user experience.

• SailPoint builds the user profile and empowers users 

with policy-based, self-service access to all of the 

applications, data and systems they need to do their jobs. 

• The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform authenticates 

these users from anywhere on any device, with a flexible 

identity solution that detects who that user is and what 

the appropriate access should be.



PING IDENTITY
Ping Identity is on a mission to simplify how enterprises provide 
secure and seamless digital experiences. For the world’s largest 
organizations, Ping helps prevent security breaches, increase 
employee and partner productivity, and provide personalized 
customer experiences. Enterprises, including more than half 
of the Fortune 100, choose Ping for identity expertise, open 
standards leadership, its partnerships with Microsoft, Amazon 
and Google, as well as its collaboration with customers like 
Boeing, Cisco, Disney, GE, Kraft Foods and Walgreens.

SAILPOINT
SailPoint is the leading provider of enterprise identity governance 
solutions. SailPoint empowers customers to efficiently and 
securely govern the digital identities of employees, contractors 
and business partners, and manage their constantly changing 
access rights to enterprise applications and data. Its open identity 
platform, delivered both on-premises and in the cloud, provides 
organizations with critical visibility into who currently has access 
to which resources, who should have access to those resources, 
and how that access is being used.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences. The 
Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and profile 
data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google. We provide 
flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API security, directory 
and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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For more information about how Ping Identity and SailPoint joint solutions can help your business, contact us.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

Built on open standards, the combined Ping + SailPoint solution creates a flexible, secure and scalable identity ecosystem. 
You’re able to fortify your security posture without costly and time-sensitive integrations, plus gain:

• Increased Visibility: You’re able to view individual user access to ensure each login is securely authenticated and entitlements 
are appropriate for each user’s current job/role. 

• Greater Governance & Control: You gain greater control over access, plus increased efficiency through automation of processes 
like provisioning, password management, and access requests and certification.

• Seamless & Secure Access: Users are able to access applications with advanced authentication workflows that increase 
security using multi-factor authentication (MFA), reducing the work on IT to manage individual authentication per app. 

The combination of SailPoint and Ping helps you strengthen your security posture—without costly or time-sensitive integrations. You’re 
able to strike a balance between security and convenience for your users. Together, Ping and Sailpoint enable you to demonstrate 
compliance with confidence and ease by maintaining an access audit trail for every identity. 


